Philosophy Summer School (26th to 30th of August 2019)
Faculty of Arts, Ljubljana

As part of the activities held in celebration of the centenary of the University of Ljubljana, the Faculty of Arts is organising a Philosophy Summer School “Fail better!”, lead by the internationally renowned scholars known as ‘the Ljubljana School’, Slavoj Žižek, Alenka Zupančič and Mladen Dolar, who will each give three extensive lectures and present their new work. The programme will be concluded by a common session.

The title of the Summer School is taken from the famous quote by Samuel Beckett, “Try again. Fail again. Fail better.” (Worstward Ho), and refers to a stark sense of failure of critical thought and of emancipatory politics, the rise of new populism, the emergence of previously unthinkable figures of leaders, the looming social and economic contradictions, and the apocalyptic perspectives of global and ecological catastrophes.

More information on summer school, which will take place at the Faculty of Arts in Ljubljana in English, can be found on http://failbetter.ff.uni-lj.si/.
Registration is already open – early bird fee is possible till 1st of May 2019.
The number of participants is limited to 120.